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Spiral waves composed of coherent traveling waves surrounding a core containing stochastically
distributed stationary areas are found in numerical simulations of a three-variable reaction-diffusion
system with one diffusible species. In the spiral core, diffusion of this component (w) mediates
transitions between dynamic states of the subsystem formed by the other two components, whose
dynamics is more rapid than that of w. Diffusive coupling between adjacent sites can be “on” or
“off” depending on the subsystem state. The incoherent structures in the spiral core are produced by
this decoupling of the slow diffusive component from the fast non-diffusing subsystem. The phase
diagram reveals that the region of incoherent behavior in chimera spirals grows drastically, leading to
modulation and breakup of the spirals, in the transition zones between 1n-1 and 1n local mixed-mode
oscillations. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4886395]
I. INTRODUCTION

Coupling of identical oscillators, whether discrete or continuously distributed in space, can generate a wide variety
of ordered spatiotemporal patterns.1–3 The word “chimera,”
which refers to a monster with a lion’s head, a sheep’s body,
and a snake’s tail in Greek mythology, has been used to
describe structures consisting of several incongruent parts.
Chimera patterns in nonlinear spatiotemporal systems refer
specifically to structures that contain both coherent and incoherent regions.4, 5 Such coexistence may correspond to certain
locally ordered phenomena in nature.6 In previous investigations, chimera patterns have been observed in numerical simulations of nonlocally coupled systems, in which the oscillators
are coupled beyond nearest neighbors.7–11 Nonlocal coupling
leading to chimera states has been achieved in experiments on
an optical coupled map lattice12 and a photosensitive reactiondiffusion system.13
Chimera structures do not require genuine non-local coupling but can also arise in reaction-diffusion systems under special conditions. Kuramoto and Shima reported that a
three-variable reaction-diffusion system,14, 15 in which there
are limit cycle oscillations of two immobile components and
the time scale of the third, diffusible component is sufficiently short, behaves effectively as a two-variable nonlocally
coupled system and can support chimera spirals. In contrast
to previous studies, the diffusible component in our threevariable Hastings-Powell16 (HP) model is the slow variable
and can participate in a slow limit cycle with the two immobile components, resulting in a series of complex oscillations,
e.g., period-doubling and mixed-mode oscillations. Previous
studies of the HP model have demonstrated that reaction-
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diffusion spatiotemporal patterns in mixed-mode oscillatory
media may lose stability by undergoing bifurcations of limit
cycles, such as period-doubling and Hopf bifurcations.17, 18
These instabilities are manifested as amplitude modulation
of the synchronized structures, which can result in defect
lines, superstructure patterns and turbulence. In this article,
we use this three-variable HP model with a single diffusible
variable, whose dynamic evolution is slower than that of the
other two diffusion-free variables, to investigate the behavior of spiral waves. Under some sets of dynamical conditions,
this reaction-diffusion system gives rise to stationary points
and undergoes decoupling between the diffusible component
and the other variables, producing locally incoherent regions
and a novel chimera structure.
II. MODEL

We employ the Hastings-Powell (HP) model.16 In dimensionless units, the model can represent either a predator-prey
or a chemical reaction system.19 The reaction-diffusion equations are
∂u
a1 u
= u − u2 −
v + Du ∇ 2 u,
∂t
1 + b1 u
∂v
a1 u
a2 v
=
v−
w − d1 v + Dv ∇ 2 v,
∂t
1 + b1 u
1 + b2 v

(1)

a2 v
∂w
=
w − d2 w + Dw ∇ 2 w.
∂t
1 + b2 v
In ecological terms, v corresponds to a species that preys upon
u and w preys upon v. In a chemical interpretation, this system describes consecutive reactions, u → v → w, where the
substrate u acts as an autocatalyst, and v and w are products.
The parameter values a1 , b2 , a2 , b2 , d1 , d2 are given in Table I.
Examination of the equation for the evolution of w reveals
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TABLE I. Parameters used in the HP reaction-diffusion model.
Parameter
a1
a2
d1
d2
b1
b2
Du
Dv
Dw

Value
5.0
0.10
0.45
0.01
2.80–4.00
1.50–2.00
0
0
0.1

that if d2 > a2 /b2 , or if v < d2 /(a2 − b2 ), then ∂w/∂t is always negative and w must approach zero. If w dies out, the
model reduces to a fast subsystem with two variables, which
supports limit cycle oscillations in the u−v plane.22 As w increases from zero, interaction between v and w can generate another limit cycle with a longer period, which revolves
around a saddle-focus. Coupling between the two limit cycles
may result in mixed-mode oscillations. Because we choose d2
 d1 < 1, w is the slow variable in the system.
In this paper, we assume that only the slow component
w can diffuse, i.e., Du = Dv = 0. This choice means that the
fast u−v subsystem does not experience direct mass transport
between sites but rather communicates spatially via the diffusion of component w. Thus w can be viewed as an indirect
diffusional medium for the fast subsystem.
The two-dimensional simulations are carried out using
the Euler integration method with a spatial grid of 1.0 unit and
an integration time step 0.01 with zero-flux boundary conditions. We employ a discrete 5-point Laplacian method to simulate the local diffusion. We also performed calculations with
a 9-point Laplacian to verify the accuracy of the method. The
simulations are performed on an L × L lattice with L = 512.
The spiral waves are generated by adding an initial perturbation to the steady state, consisting of imposed orthogonal
gradients of variables centered at point (256, 256). Namely,
the spiral core is set as the center point of the system, which
is assigned the saddle-focus (uss , vss , wss ) of the HP model.
With smaller spatial grids and time steps, the results were essentially unchanged. We also carried out simulations with an
explicit fourth-order Runge–Kutta algorithm, and the same results were obtained. We choose snapshots of the component v
for the best visual presentation. The kinetic parameters b1 and
b2 are employed as the control parameters for the simulations.
The simulation programs were written in the Cuda computing language, based on GPU technology, which speeds up the
simulation of complex spatiotemporal patterns and allows us
to run the simulations long enough to establish the stability of
the observed patterns.
III. RESULTS – CHIMERA SPIRALS

Figure 1 shows a Lyapunov exponent phase diagram
for a section of the b1 -b2 parameter plane in a homogenous
medium in the absence of diffusion. We use different color
maps for the positive (colors) and negative (gray) Lyapunov

FIG. 1. Phase diagram of Lyapunov exponents in the b1 -b2 parameter plane
(large plot) and time series in different regions. Colors denote the chaotic
region (positive exponents), while gray shading corresponds to periodic behavior (negative exponents). The system is divided into several dynamical
regions by the bifurcation bands. Yellow bands correspond to homoclinic bifurcations and white lines to period-doubling bifurcations. The five smaller
panels show the time series with parameters corresponding to different mixed
oscillatory modes.

exponent regions. The critical points, whose Lyapunov exponents are zero, define two distinct sets of bifurcation curves:
the yellow points correspond to the homoclinic bifurcations
of the limit cycles from 1n-1 to 1n oscillations, where a new
small peak of the mixed-mode oscillations is born. These bifurcation points correspond to the connecting equilibria between the fast u−v and slow v−w subsystems in the model.
The white bands are period-doubling bifurcations. The system
can lose its stability to “chaos” via several period-doubling bifurcations. Note that bifurcation bands rather than lines are
manifested in Fig. 1, since numerical Lyapunov exponents
are slightly positive (yellow points), resulting from aperiodic
transition between adjacent oscillatory modes in simulations
near bifurcation points.
The homogenous dynamics supports six major stable oscillatory behaviors in our chosen parameter region: 10 , 11 ,
period-2 of 11 (P-2(11 )), period-4 of 11 (P-4(11 )), 12 , and
period-2 of 12 (P-2(12 )) oscillations. In Fig. 2, we show typical snapshots and partial enlargements of the corresponding spiral waves in reaction-diffusion simulations with Dw
= 0.1. For the stable 10 , 11 , and 12 oscillatory zones, stable
spirals with one (Fig. 2(a)), two (Fig. 2(b)), or three (Fig. 2(c))
arms, respectively, can be observed. Spirals in P-2(11 ) and P2(12 ) oscillatory media can generate defect lines via perioddoubling bifurcations,20, 21 as shown in Figs. 2(d) and 2(e).
These defect lines, where the phase of local oscillations
changes by 2π , are caused by the loss of rotational symmetry
of spiral waves. Although these spirals look superficially like
normal stable spiral patterns, their spiral cores consist of incoherent structures, as shown in the insets. The concentration of
v at the black sites is zero and it is constant in time but varies
stochastically in space at nearby sites.
Figure 3(a) indicates the incoherent features in the center of a twin-armed spiral with a more obvious incoherent
core in a 11 oscillatory medium for b1 = 3.1, b2 = 1.70. An
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FIG. 2. Snapshots of chimera spirals in a reaction-diffusion system with parameters corresponding to different mixed oscillatory modes. Each panel contains an inset showing an enlargement of its incoherent spiral core. The colors
for these snapshots correspond to the concentration of component v (red high,
blue low), which is chosen for optimal visual presentation. (a) Single-armed
spiral, b1 = 2.7, b2 = 1.6; (b) stable twin-armed spiral, b1 = 3.3, b2 = 1.8;
(c) three-armed spiral, b1 = 3.4, b2 = 1.8; (d) twin-armed spiral with a defect line, b1 = 3.3, b2 = 1.7; and (e) three-armed spiral with a defect line, b1
= 3.5, b2 = 1.8.

enlargement of the spiral core is presented in Fig. 3(b), which
illustrates the 3D view of the spiral core. It is evident that the
spiral core contains incoherent structures that coexist with the
coherent spiral arm. The sites in this region have disparate
local dynamics, resulting in incoherent structures. The snapshot of the diffusible variable w, shown in Fig. 3(c), also has
a non-smooth structure in the spiral core. The reason is that
black sites (v = 0) and other adjacent sites (v = 0) have different dynamics of w as follows:
∂w
= −d2 w + Dw ∇ 2 w(v = 0),
∂t
a2 v
∂w
=
w − d2 w + Dw ∇ 2 w(v = 0).
∂t
1 + b2 v

(2)

FIG. 3. Incoherent features for a stable twin-armed spiral wave with incoherent core, b1 = 3.1, b2 = 1.70. (a) Stable twin-armed spiral wave
with incoherent core; (b) enlargement of incoherent spiral core in 3D view;
(c) snapshot of the diffusible component w with inset showing an enlargement of its incoherent spiral core; the vertical color bar corresponds to the
spiral wave and the horizonatal one (note the enlarged scale) corresponds to
the inset; and (d) state distribution for the stable chimera spiral in u-v-w space
at the moment shown in Fig. 3(a)

As mentioned above, the concentration of v is zero at the
black sites in Figs. 2 and 3(b). At these sites, w is decoupled
from v and should be continually consumed for d2 > 0 (see
Eq. (2)) without new generation, but the diffusion from other
adjacent sites (v = 0), where w can be produced (Eq. (2)),
compensates for this loss of w. The concentration of w at the
sites where v = 0 must therefore be lower than at the other
sites in order to maintain the spatial discontinuity of w. In the
continuum limit x → 0, we expect a continuous, but nonuniform profile of w, while the discontinuous profiles of u and v
persist.
Fig. 3(d) shows the attractor for the local dynamics in the
coherent structures along with the reconstructed attractors of
the stable chimera spiral in the u−v−w space. Interestingly,
the originally identical oscillators are distributed in different
states: sites in the coherent regions follow the closed loop trajectory of the attractor, whereas sites in the incoherent regions
are in steady states off the loop in Fig. 3(d). Another interesting fact demonstrated in Fig. 3(d) is that the sites in the incoherent spiral core mainly separate into two regions, as shown
in the blue and red dotted frames.
Besides the stable chimera spiral waves, modulated spiral waves with superstructures can also be observed in the parameter zones near the homoclinic bifurcations between different mixed-mode oscillations in the HP reaction-diffusion
system. In these cases, the oscillators in coherent regions of
spiral waves show complex dynamics, in which periodic transitions occur between local 10 and 11 oscillations,18 as shown
in Fig. 4(a). Both the amplitude and the wavelength of these
spiral waves are periodically modulated, and obvious superstructures can be seen on the basic spiral waves, as shown in
Figs. 4(b) and 4(e), and 4(d). We note that the radii of the incoherent cores in spirals with such superstructures are larger
than those of the incoherent structures in spiral waves like
those shown in Fig. 2.

FIG. 4. Time series of an oscillator in the zone near the homoclinic bifurcation and typical amplitude-modulated spiral waves. (a) Time series of the
oscillator in coherent regions of modulated spirals, b1 = 3.0, b2 = 1.70;
(b) supertarget spirals, b1 = 3.0, b2 = 1.70; (c) superspirals, b1 = 3.5, b2
= 1.80; and (d) superspirals with multiple arms, b1 = 3.5, b2 = 1.85.
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have verified numerically. The diffusion of w just balances its
local decrease due to reaction at the (1, 0, w) points and its
local increase at the (us , vs , w) points.
IV. GENERATION MECHANISM OF THE
INCOHERENT STRUCTURES

FIG. 5. Turbulent chimera patterns and completely desynchronized structures. (a) Turbulent pattern with alternating wavelike and incoherent regions,
b1 = 3.0, b2 = 1.72; (b) space-time plot for a line in (a) from the center
(256, 256) to the boundary (512, 256); (c) attractor for the dynamics of the
sites in the coherent regions of the reaction-diffusion pattern (red trajectory),
with black dots showing the reconstructed attractor of the turbulent chimera
pattern in u−v−w space; (d) completely desynchronized pattern, b1 = 3.0,
b2 = 1.98; (e) space-time plot of a line in Fig. 5(d) from the center (256,
256) to the boundary (512, 256); and (f) state distribution for the completely
desynchronized structure in u−v−w space at the moment shown in Fig. 5(d).
The red dots are the fixed points (us , vs ) calculated from Eq. (3) with w as
control parameter.

The ordered spatiotemporal patterns described above
may break up, resulting in the growth of multiple incoherent regions, which eventually evolve into full turbulence, as a
control parameter such as b2 is varied. The breaking of spiral
arms produces spatiotemporal defects in pairs, which can generate new spirals around themselves. These new spiral cores
trigger more local incoherent regions throughout the medium,
leading to turbulent chimera patterns like that shown in
Fig. 5(a). A space-time plot along a line from the center (256,
256) to the boundary (512, 256) in Fig. 5(a) is displayed in
Fig. 5(b). Lines parallel to the vertical (time) axis correspond
to incoherent structures. The plot demonstrates that some of
the sites located in the desynchronized regions are constant
in time: the local oscillations of the reaction-diffusion system are quenched at these sites. The attractors for the local
reaction-diffusion dynamics in both the coherent and incoherent regions of the chimera turbulent structures in the u−v−w
space are shown in Fig. 5(c). Compared with Fig. 3(d), there
are more sites off the red closed loop trajectory of the attractor
in this case.
At higher values of b2 , the entire medium becomes occupied by desynchronized structures, as shown in Fig. 5(d).
The space–time plot of this completely desynchronized structure, shown in Fig. 5(e), demonstrates that the incoherent regions are in steady states. Snapshots of the three variables are
mapped in the u−v−w phase space to obtain the phase portrait of the completely desynchronized patterns, as shown in
Fig. 5(f). It is clear that all sites now reside in states away from
the closed loop of the original reaction-diffusion system and
are divided into two groups of stationary points, which can
be characterized as (1, 0, w) and (us , vs , w). Note that these
points, while fixed points of the homogeneous u−v subsystem, are not fixed points of the full three-variable homogeneous system. They can, however, maintain a steady state in
the spiral chimera core as a result of inter-site diffusive coupling in the three-variable reaction-diffusion system, as we

In the previous section, several types of chimera patterns observed in the HP reaction-diffusion system were introduced. These interesting spatiotemporal structures can be
split into two categories based on the stability of the incoherent structures: (1) the stable chimera spiral waves, which contain the spiral waves, Figs. 2–4 and (2) the unstable structures
in Fig. 5. Two group of stationary points, i.e., (1, 0, w) and
(us , vs , w), which constitute the incoherent structures, were
generated in the spiral core in both the stable and unstable
chimera patterns. In this section, we focus our attention on
the generation mechanism of these stationary points.
As mentioned above, the three-variable HP model can be
reduced to a fast two-variable u−v system if w decays to zero
or is constant in time. In this reduced reaction-diffusion system, however, the diffusion of both u and v can occur only
via w. In order to explore the generation of incoherent structures in the full reaction-diffusion system, we consider w as a
control parameter to obtain the two-variable u−v subsystem:
a1 u
∂u
= u − u2 −
v,
∂t
1 + b1 u
∂v
a1 u
a2 v
=
v−
w − d1 v.
∂t
1 + b1 u
1 + b2 v

(3)

This two-variable model has six fixed points; two of them
with negative concentrations can be neglected. The remaining
four fixed points are two boundary points (0, 0) and (1, 0), a
focus (us , vs ) and a saddle (usn , vsn ). The characteristic eigenvalue equations at these fixed points determine the dynam-

FIG. 6. Bifurcation analysis for reduced subsystem (Eq. (3)), b2 = 1.80,
other parameters are given in Table I. (a) Bifurcation diagram in the b1 –w parameter phase. Red dotted line, green dotted line, blue line, and black line represent Hopf bifurcation, transcritical bifurcation, fold-bifurcation curves, and
wss (saddle-focus point of the three-variable HP ODE), respectively. Points
marked A, B, C, and D are for the explanation of Fig. 7. (b) Red lines correspond to the bifurcation scenario in the subsystem (Eq. (3)) and blue lines
indicate the limit cycle of the full HP ODE. The red and blue arrows indicate the fast and slow motions, respectively; (c) Phase portraits (black dots
represent generic initial conditions) for different regions in the u−v phase
plane.
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ics of the subsystem. A phase diagram for this two-variable
model in the b1 –w parameter plane is shown in Fig. 6(a).
The red line is the Hopf bifurcation curve. The green and blue
lines are the transcritical and fold bifurcation curves, respectively. The parameter space of this subsystem can be partitioned into four regions of diverse dynamical activity by the
bifurcation curves, as illustrated in the diagram.
In region 1, the third fixed point (us , vs ) is an unstable focus surrounded by a limit cycle. On increasing w or varying
b1 , the unstable focus becomes a stable focus as the limit cycle collapses to a stable point via an inverse Hopf bifurcation,
as illustrated in the inset of region 2. On further increasing
the control parameter w, as indicated by upper red arrow in
Fig. 6(b), the subsystem moves along the (us , vs , w) line until the stable focus (us , vs ) and saddle (usn , vsn ) both vanish
by undergoing a saddle-node bifurcation and the subsystem
reaches region 4. For all fixed initial values of w in region
4, the subsystem (u, v) evolves to the steady state (1, 0) of
Eq. (3) as shown in the fourth panel of Fig. 6(c). However, if
we decrease w from a high value, as indicated by the lower red
arrow in Fig. 6(b), the subsystem moves along the (1, 0, w)
line until the fixed point (1, 0) interchanges its stability with
the saddle (usn , vsn ) via a transcritical bifurcation, where the
subsystem leaves the (1, 0, w) line and approaches (us , vs , w)
again. These features result in a bistable region 3 between
the transcritical bifurcation curve and the fold (saddle-node)
bifurcation curve. In this region, different initial conditions
evolve to two distinct steady states of the u − v subsystem:
(1, 0) and (us , vs ), as indicated by the trajectories shown in
the third panel of Fig. 6(c).
As shown in Fig. 6(b), the system undergoes fold and
transcritical bifurcations for different directions of w varying, in which the u−v fast dynamics connects with the v−w
slow dynamics (indicated by the blue arrows in Fig. 6(b)) and
forms the trajectory of the full HP ODEs. We note the existence of a small hatched area between the inverse Hopf and
transcritical bifurcation curves in the range b1 = 3.0–6.0, as
shown in Fig. 6(a). The fixed point (us , vs ) of the fast subsystem is still an unstable focus in this region when the transcritical bifurcation occurs, and the (u, v) oscillations coexist
with the fixed point (1, 0), as indicated by the blue dotted line
in Fig. 6(b). The resulting behavior consists of mixed-mode
oscillations of the full HP ODE, shown in Fig. 1, in which
the small peaks correspond to the fast u−v oscillations and
the large ones to the slower v − w oscillations.
These bifurcations of the homogeneous subsystem have
a marked influence on the structures of the spatiotemporal
patterns in the mixed-mode oscillatory reaction-diffusion system. The trajectories in Fig. 7 show the local dynamics for
different sites in the stable twin-armed chimera spiral waves
for b1 = 3.30, b2 = 1.80, as shown in Fig. 2(b). In this
case, the center (256, 256) for the simulated spiral waves (Lx
= Ly = 512) is initially set to the saddle-focus (uss , vss , wss )
of the homogenous HP model. The black dots A, B, C, and D
in Fig. 7 are the initial states of the sites corresponding to the
points indicated in the phase diagram of Fig. 6(a).
In the portions of the patterns outside the spiral core, the
arms of the spiral wave are phase-locked, and the trajectory
of the local reaction-diffusion dynamics is a stable attractor

J. Chem. Phys. 141, 024110 (2014)

FIG. 7. Local evolution trajectories at different sites in the stable chimera
spiral of Fig. 2(b) with b1 = 3.30, b2 = 1.80. The saddle-focus (uss , vss , wss )
is (0.8338, 0.1220, 8.0828). The black dots A, B, C, and D are the initial
points, whose corresponding w is marked in Fig. 5. (a) Site (254, 100), intial value is A (0.8338, 0.1196, 5.8351); (b) Site (254, 257), intial value is
B (0.8338, 0.1196, 8.1445); (c) Site (254, 256), intial value is C (0.8338,
0.1196, 8.0828); (d) Site (254, 255), intial value is D (0.8338, 0.1196,
8.0468). Curves in blue show the transient initial trajectories; curves (or
points) in red indicate the final dynamical behaviors of these sites.

in the u − v − w phase space. Fig. 7(a) depicts the typical
dynamics of such a site far from the center of the spiral core.
The local dynamics of this site moves away from the initial
state A in the phase diagram of Fig. 6(a) and eventually settles onto a stable trajectory (red attractor in Fig. 7(a)) of 11
oscillations at b1 = 3.30 and b2 = 1.80. In this case, the slow
larger amplitude v − w cycle dominates the dynamics of the
oscillators. The u−v subsystems at different locations communicate through the diffusion of w, enabling the spatiotemporal pattern to achieve coherence.
However, the saddle-focus point (uss , vss , wss ) in the spiral core is unstable in the full three-variable HP ODE. The
black line in Fig. 6(a) gives the values of wss at the saddlefocus as a function of b1 . The wss in the spiral core lie in
the bistable region 3 of Eq. (3), and the u−v subsystem in
this region can evolve to its fixed points, (1, 0) or (us , vs ),
by diffusion-induced perturbation via w. As evident from
Eq. (1), the coupling between w and the subsystem is cut off
when v = 0, i.e., when the subsystem reaches the fixed point
(1, 0). Then the interaction and communication, mediated by
diffusion of w, between subsystem point (1, 0) and its adjacent subsystem points are lost. In other words, the new subsystem point (1, 0) breaks the coherence of the spatiotemporal
structures in the spiral core. Moreover, the oscillatory dynamics of the coherent region around the spiral core may undergo
an inverse Hopf bifurcation to steady states (us , vs ) or (1, 0)
through diffusion mediated by the greater concentration gradient of w within the spiral core, resulting in expansion of the
incoherent region.
The local evolution trajectories of three adjacent sites in
the spiral core are recorded in Figs. 7(b)–7(d) starting from
slightly different initial values of w at b1 = 3.30 and b2
= 1.80. These behaviors support our mechanism for the
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origin of the incoherent spiral core. As illustrated in
Fig. 7(b), the site (254, 257) with initial value B (0.8338,
0.1196, 8.1445) eventually reaches the stationary point (1, 0,
8.3745).
However, its neighbor (254, 256) shows stable small
amplitude oscillations starting from initial value C (0.8338,
0.1196, 8.0828). Compared with the stable 11 trajectory indicated in Fig. 7(a), the cycles of these smaller oscillations lie
almost on the u − v plane, with small variations in w. It is
the u − v subsystem that plays the leading role in the dynamics of the oscillators. We further observe that sites with small
amplitude oscillations shown in Fig. 7(c) are only found in
the cores of stable chimera spirals, which contain both coherent and incoherent structures (e.g., Figs. 2–4 and 5(a)). It is
interesting that, from the incoherent center to the coherent regions, the w-amplitudes of these oscillations gradually grow.
Finally, these smaller oscillations evolve into the stable 11 oscillations (shown in Fig. 7(a)) when the oscillator is far from
the spiral center. In another words, these sites with small oscillations serve a sort of buffering function, suppressing the
dilation of incoherent structures and maintaining the stability
of the chimera spirals. In contrast, in the complete desynchronization shown in Fig. 5(d), all sites in the incoherent structures are stationary in time.
The local oscillations of a third nearby site (254, 255)
settle to the fixed (red) point (0.7051, 0.1965, 8.2504) starting from the nearly identical initial value D (0.8338, 0.1196,
8.0468), as shown in Fig. 7(d). It is important to note that the
fixed point (us , vs ) of Eq. (3) depends upon the value of w
(For w = 8.2504, the corresponding (us , vs ) calculated from
Eq. (3) is approximately (0.7051, 0.1965)). In Fig. 5(f), we
also show the fixed points (us , vs ) calculated from Eq. (3)
with the corresponding w as red points. These points match
perfectly with the state distribution (Fig. 5(f)) of the desynchronized structures in our simulations, providing further support for our mechanism for the emergence of the incoherent
structures.
Figure 7 demonstrates that, due to the diffusion-induced
perturbation of w, adjacent sites in the spiral core with slight
differences in their initial values of w can evolve to disparate
local dynamics, resulting in incoherent structures. The concentration distribution of w in the completely desynchronized
pattern is determined by the diffusive coupling. Diverse stationary points of the (us , vs , w) and (1, 0, w) types constitute the Turing-like incoherent regions in the patterns. There
is another type of site with small oscillations (illustrated in
Fig. 7(c)) in the incoherent structures for the stable chimera
spirals and chimera turbulence patterns where the incoherent
and coherent regions coexist. The dynamics of these sites constitute the buffering boundary between coherent and incoherent structures.
V. PHASE DIAGRAM OF CHIMERA SPIRALS

As illustrated in Fig. 2, for appropriate choices of parameters disordered regions can coexist with spiral waves, leading
to stable chimera spiral waves. At other parameters, however,
the incoherent regions expand, causing the pattern to break
up and be replaced by desynchronized structures. Obviously,
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FIG. 8. Phase diagram showing number of (1, 0, w) fixed points in each
pattern in the b1 -b2 parameter plane. The color map indicates the value of
log10 (n). The yellow dotted lines are bifurcation curves between different
types of mixed-mode oscillations (10 , 11 , 12 , and 13 oscillations), calculated
from the homogeneous HP model by XPPAuto.

since the diffusion coefficients are the same, it is the features
of the local dynamics that determine the relationship between
the coherent spiral waves and the incoherent spiral core.
In order to quantitatively analyze the emergence and evolution of the incoherent regions, we have calculated the number (n) of (1, 0, w) type fixed points in each pattern, which
reflects the range and stability of the incoherent structures,
in the b1 –b2 parameter plane. The results are presented as a
phase diagram in Fig. 8, where for better visualization the
color bar has a logarithmic scale. Deep blue areas correspond
to stable chimera spiral waves with very small incoherent regions in the center; pale blue and yellow areas characterize
modulated chimera spirals with superstructures, whose spiral
core contains larger regions of incoherent structures; orange
and red areas correspond to turbulence with incoherent regions or completely desynchronized patterns, which are dominated by the steady state points (1, 0, w).
The number of small peaks in mixed-mode oscillations
(shown in Fig. 1) is increased by one (e.g., 11 to 12 ) by each
homoclinic bifurcation of the three-variable HP model, as indicated by the yellow dotted lines in Fig. 7. In previous work,1
we found that diffusion-induced instability can lead to transition zones with novel patterns between 1n-1 and 1n mixedmode oscillations in a reaction-diffusion system. Here, stable
chimera spirals with small incoherent regions are separated
by modulated and desynchronized spiral waves located between local 1n-1 and 1n mixed-mode regions. Due to the damping effect of diffusion, there is a delay between the reactiondiffusion system and the homogeneous system. For example, an oscillator located after the first homoclinic bifurcation line (A in Fig. 8) shows stable 11 oscillations in the HP
ODE. However, in the reaction-diffusion system, the local oscillations are suppressed by the damping effect of diffusion
and remain 10 , which still corresponds to stable single-armed
chimera spirals. This delay results in the bands of unstable
chimera spirals lying above the bifurcation curves of the homogeneous system.
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The phase diagram in Fig. 7 clearly demonstrates that,
during the transition between 1n-1 and 1n local mixed-mode
oscillations, the number of (1, 0, w) sites significantly increases, which leads to expansion of the incoherent regions.
In these transition regions, the originally stable cycles constructed from the fast (u − v) and slow (v − w) subsystems
lose stability in the reaction-diffusion system. As illustrated
in Fig. 4(a), the local dynamics of the coherent regions in
chimera spirals periodically moves between 1n-1 and 1n oscillatory trajectories. The steeper fluctuation of the oscillatory
amplitudes in this case results in a stronger diffusion effect of
w, and more sites around the spiral tip can evolve to (1, 0, w)
or (us , vs , w) sites. On the other hand, the spiral waves during
these transitions are easier to break and convert to turbulence,
which generates more incoherent spiral cores in the system,
as indicated in Fig. 5(a). This observation may be useful in
seeking appropriate conditions to generate these patterns in
experiments on reaction-diffusion systems.

VI. CONCLUSION

In summary, novel spiral waves with coexistence of coherent and incoherent regions have been obtained in simulations of a three-variable reaction-diffusion system with
one diffusible species, which supports a limit cycle with a
longer period in the homogenous dynamics. Different from
the chimera patterns observed in nonlocal coupled systems,
the incoherent regions in our study result from decoupling of
the diffusive component (w) and the subsystem formed by the
non-diffusible components (u and v). We also demonstrate
that the incoherent regions expand during the transition between 1n-1 and 1n local mixed-mode oscillations, leading to
the instability of chimera spiral waves and the emergence of
spatial chaos. These incoherent structures can be destroyed by
changing the diffusion parameters, for example, by increasing
Dv to 0.003 from zero when Du and Dw are fixed at 0 and 0.1,
respectively, though chimeras do exist for Dv < 0.001. The
coexistence between the incoherent and coherent states in the
patterns found here may be reflected in the complex activities
of some animals. For example, dolphins and other species are
able to sleep while keeping half of their brain active.6 The
present work further confirms that different kinds of chimera
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patterns can be generated with diffusible species whose dynamic evolution can be either fast, as in previous studies,14, 15
or slow, as in this work. Such chimera patterns might be designed in experiments on reaction-diffusion systems with appropriately immobilized species.
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